Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a corporate engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

### Responsibilities for corporate engineer

- Formulate system performance metrics, train and advise technical engineering and network operators working on the network of connectivity to trading partners
- Engineer and troubleshoot site core routing and switching networks including wifi base communications
- Create a map of the entire network and remote site connectivity and to diagram the hardware used in the topology of the design
- Work with key network and implementation vendors and services to determines the best fit for the company’s network service’s needs
- Lead in network capacity planning, tuning, and datacenter network infrastructure defining standards for the network & security
- Lead & architect strategic initiatives to address Cloud architecture design, data center Layer 2/3 network services, DR/BC, data backup/restore and others Network managers
- Design network and lead network installations directing troubleshooting and service outages
- Provide status information that show the health of the network and events such as outages or other problems
- Build out new trend setting offices continued network support for our existing offices worldwide
- Own projects end to end including gathering requirements, designing solutions, and continuing delivery
• Demonstrated initiative is required
• The position will require working without close supervision, managing and prioritizing multiple projects, and leading activities to define and implement quality with team input as needed
• Experience with corporate source systems/files
• 9+ years of reservoir engineering experience including project generation and economic analysis
• Experience in working unconventional resource play
• Demonstrates analytical abilities